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By Cardplayer

Weldon Owen, Australia, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
From Card Player magazine and poker aficionado Eileen Sutton comes the ultimate poker bible,
The Total Poker Manual. This comprehensive manual demystifies the game, detailing everything
readers need to know to play and win Texas Hold em, Draw, Stud and more. Whether it s a friendly
kitchen-table game with friends, or the high-stakes world of multimillion dollar tournaments, The
Total Poker Manual is packed with strategies, and techniques to help you walk away a winner. The
Total Poker Player Manual covers everything, from the basics of each type of game and the hands
needed to win, to the insider tips such as specific strategies for different versions and how to beat
the odds. These skills and many more are all accompanied by some of the most fascinating poker
stories in history, from the riverboat gamblers to today s international stars players. Advanced
Master Class articles from many of Card Player magazine s leading contributors offer insight into
topics such as playing big pairs, exploring poker s mental game, beating low-stakes cash and more.
Expert contributors include: Vanessa Selbst Linda Johnson Matt Matros Jennifer Harman Ed Miller
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ReviewsReviews

Great electronic book and useful one. It can be writter in straightforward terms rather than di icult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ia n Ha r ber-- K ia n Ha r ber

Extremely helpful to all category of individuals. I have got go through and that i am confident that i will likely to read through once again again later on.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nikita  Her z og-- Nikita  Her z og
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